COOKIES POLICY
ABONLINE SYSTEM
1. The System uses cookie files - IT data, in particular text files that are saved in the User’s
(Controller’s) end device and used by the server to recognise the User’s (Controller’s)
end device and the use of web sites. Additionally, the system uses Local Storage or data
stored in non-volatile memory of the browser.
2. Cookie files are used to collect information related to the use of the System by User
(Controller) and used for the following purposes:
a) maintaining the System User’s (after login) and navigating in the service;
b) alignment of System site content to Users’ preferences and optimise the use of web sites;
in particular, the files help understand the devices of System Users and display the site
adapted to their individual needs;
c) development of statistics to help understand how System Users use the web sites in
order to improve their structure and content;
d) adapt System content to Users’ preferences.
3. The following core cookie files are used in the Service: session cookies and persistent
cookies. Session cookies are temporary files stored in Users’ end devices until the Users
log out, leave the web site or the software (web browser) is switched off. Persistent
cookies are stored in Users’ end devices for the time set in the cookie parameters or
until removed by the User.
4. The following cookie files are used in the Service:
a) “necessary” cookie files allow using services available in the Service, e.g. authenticating
cookie files used for services requiring authentication within the Service;
b) cookie files used to ensure security, e.g. used for detecting abuse regarding
authentication within the Service;
c) “capacity” cookie files that allow collecting information about the way the Service's
web sites are used;
d) “functional” cookie files allow “remembering” the settings selected by the User and
personalising the User's interface, e.g. within the scope of the selected language or the
region from which the User comes, the font size, the look of the web page, etc.;
e) “advertising” cookie files that allow providing Users with advertising content that is
more adjusted to their interests.
5. In many instances, the software used to browse web sites (browser) as a default admits
the storage `of cookies on Users’ end devices. System Users may at any time change
their cookie settings. The settings may be modified in order to block automatic support
to cookies in browser settings or notify each time they are saved in the devices of the
System Users. Detailed information on the possibilities and methods to support cookies
are available in software (browser) settings.
6. If cookies are disabled in the browser, the service may no longer be used.

